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What is it like to encounter an angel?

Our angels are always around us but we like proof that they exist…it’s just a human thing! Angels appear to humans
when we are in trouble and they are frequently seen during illness and times of stress. Some people see angels with
wings and halos but usually they appear as flashes of light, which is not quite so scary!

Seeing angels is actually not as common as sensing them around you. You might become aware of their comforting
presence or feel a reassuring celestial hand upon your shoulder. Some people smell the scent of flowers (or vanilla)
when their angels are around and it is even possible to hear the sounds of the ‘celestial choir,’ or ‘angel music’ as it is
often called.

Angels have even been known to make objects materialise for people and the most common sign of their presence is a
white feather. Some people collect these special gifts to remember their magical encounters.

Asking for their help

One of the angel’s most important roles is to work with humankind but we do need to ask them. We are all born with
‘free will’ and ‘freedom of choice’ and angels are not allowed to interfere but they are allowed to intervene - with
permission. They can’t take away our challenges but they can hold our hands and support us along our spiritual path.

No special techniques are needed to ask for their help. You can ask them out loud or in your head if you are shy! Some
people write their angels little notes and pop them under their pillow at night. Special requests can be made before you
go to sleep. An answer often arrives in the form of a dream or inspiration which seems to drop into your mind upon
awakening. Give it a try!

Working with angels

Do remember that even though you might not be aware of angels around you most of the time they are still with you.
Just thinking about your angels can bring them closer to you. It does help us to form a relationship with our angels if
we meet them in dreams, visions and meditations.

And most people find it easier to relate to their angels when they have a name they can use. Angels don’t really mind
what we call them though and we can choose a name which feels right to us. Alternatively we can ask our angels to
give us a name during meditations. Follow your intuition as to which method feels right for you.

Working with angels is a very personal experience. As with all things, use the methods which feel right to you and
disregard the rest. Your guardian angels messages are always positive, loving, supportive and non judgemental. As with
all things in life, always follow your own instincts at all times.

As with all things in life,
always follow your own instincts

at all times.
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Meeting your guardian angel in a meditation

By following the guided meditation CD I have prepared for you, you will find your journey to meet your angel a little
easier. I use this meditation in my workshops and many people have powerful experiences when following along.

If you are unused to meditating you may find it hard to follow at first. It’s easy to get distracted but keep practicing!
Each time you play the CD your visualisations will get clearer and clearer. Your creative imagination helps to make a
spiritual space where your angels can meet you (halfway between their realm and our own). You will remember this
special space, your space, and can return here as many times as you wish by simply closing your eyes and following

along with the CD.

I hope you enjoy this meditation CD as much as I have enjoyed making it for you. I wish you a long and happy
relationship with your guardian angels.

How do I communicate with my own guardian angels?

Well of course your own angels are already communicating with YOU but most of the time we are not aware of this fact.
What some people call ‘intuition’ or ‘instinct’ is what other people call their guardian angel.

I think we expect for an angel to suddenly appear in all its glory in front of us but this is still fairly rare, even amongst
people who have angel experiences. Angels are not human and do not communicate (normally) in words in the way that

we do. Their messages are more likely to arrive as inspirational thoughts and feelings.  

If you ask your angel for help, then usually it arrives in the form of encouraging ideas.  Another way that a message
reaches us is through the words of others. That stranger at the bus stop may have no idea that they have just passed on

a life changing message for you and even less idea where their own thoughts came from!

Other messages can come in dreams and visions or particular words can jump out from books. People pick up
messages from tunes on the radio and so on. Be prepared for anything and pay attention to those strange 

‘co-incidences’ which place the perfect person onto your path. Our angel’s messages are everywhere!

Meet your Guardian Angel features meditation music by Chris Conway from his album 'Guiding Light'

available from Paradise Music. PMCD0035

Chris Conway - synthesizers, electric 9 string guitar, Theremin, voice,
low whistle, zither, temple bells, harmonizer, effects, percussion
Merav Hoffman & Di Zhang - terracotta bowls

All music composed by Chris Conway
Produced by Chris Conway
Recorded at Oblong Studios, Leicester, UK, and First Light DNA Studios, Toronto, Canada

Also available from Paradise Music are:

PMCD0039 PMCD0054 PMCD0060

PMCD0070 PMCD0110 PMCD0045

PMCD0040
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About Jacky
acky Newcomb is an angel teacher and runs workshops all over the UK. She has written
for many of the UK’s leading holistic and paranormal magazines (including Vision, and

Fate and Fortune, and runs a column (‘Dear Angel Lady’) for CHAT ITS FATE magazine as
well as writing for publications such as Woman’s Own and the Sunday People Magazine.

She has made many TV appearances relating to her work.

Jacky is the author of the best selling book An Angel Treasury, which contains a wealth of
information about angels and how to connect with them.

If you want more information about angels, spirit guides, afterlife communication and other paranormal and holistic
subjects, you can read about them at Jacky’s website. Jacky can also be e-mailed via her website and she enjoys

hearing about how readers connect with their angels, and how angels have appeared in your life. 

More Information

Jacky’s website:  www.jackynewcomb.co.uk

Jacky’s Books:

Frequently asked Questions

What is an angel?

I receive hundreds of e-mails and letters from all over the world from people wanting to know about their guardian
angels. Here are some of the most frequently asked questions.

What is a Guardian Angel?

Angels are recognised by most religions in one form or another as protectors and custodians of humankind. The word
angel means messenger and guardian.  There are many references to angels in legends and fables and angels appear
outside of religious beliefs as well as inside. Some call them the ‘shining ones’ or genderless beings of light (without
physical bodies). They are considered Ethereal. 

What is the difference between angels and archangels?

Traditionally, angels are split up into spheres or levels (sometimes called the angelic hierarchy). The word ‘angel’ is a
collective term for all of the celestial beings within these tiers but Angel is also the name of the lower sphere, those
closest to humankind whom we know as guardian angels.

Archangels are on a higher level than the guardian angels and have different tasks and roles relating to more global
issues and wider human challenges.

Paradise Music Guided Meditations are not intended to be a substitute for medical care. If you are currently suffering with any mental or
emotional disorder, have any neurological or neurorespiratory disease, or receiving psychotherapy treatment , we strongly suggest that you
please discuss using this guided meditation with your doctor or therapist. Always use this CD under supervision. Neither Jacky Newcomb

nor Paradise Music Ltd. assumes responsibility for improper use of this guided meditation.

‘An Angel Treasury’ is
published by Element and is
available from most book
stores. Personally signed
copies can be purchased from
Gabriel Media ‘Angel Lady 
On-Line Shop’ at:
www.gabrielmedia.co.uk

With advice on how to achieve
your potential in life, ‘angelic’
things to do every day and
how to pursue your dreams, 
‘A Little Angel Love’ is an
enchanting and practical
guide.
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